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Research Institute for the History of Global Arms Transfer： Purpose and Approach  

                                             Katsuhiko Yokoi 

                        Professor, School of Commerce, Meiji University 

                Director of Research Institute for the History of  

                                Global Arms Transfer 

 

 The Meiji University Research Institute for the History of Global Arms Transfer 

was founded in June 2015 with research support from Meiji University and the 

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology in Japan. The 

Institute aims to analyse, mainly from a historical perspective, the international 

circumstances hampering efforts for disarmament and arms control. For the sake of 

introducing our Institute, this paper will present our joint research progress for the 

past 15 years and elaborate on the planned future program of our historical research 

on disarmament and arms control. 

 Before our Institute was launched in June 2015, our joint research focused on the 

significant role that arms transfer played in modern industrial countries from the 

mid-19th century until the Second World War. This research was supported by the 

Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (KAKENHI) of the Japan Society for the 

Promotion of Science. Firstly, we aimed to clarify the history of arms transfer 

between Great Britain and Japan before the First World War, which not only 

contributed to the development of the British armament industries, including 

Vickers and Armstrong, but also fostered the industrial and military self-reliance in 

Japan. Secondly, by focusing on the relationships between arms transfer and 

disarmament and rearmament during the period between the wars, we also tried to 

examine ‘a chain reaction of arms transfer’ among countries that are pursuing a 

self-reliant industrial–military system. 

 Henceforth, our Institute will analyse in parallel the following three related 

subjects: (1) the global history of arms transfer in relation to disarmament 

conferences, including the Washington Conference (1922) and the Geneva Naval 

Conference (1927); (2) the growth and export of dual-use aircraft industries in 

Europe, the United States and Japan during the period between the wars; and (3) 

arms and technology transfer and military assistance after the Second World War. 

The industrial and military development in post-independence Asian countries, 

especially the military–industrial–research complex in India, could not be pursued 

without multinational aid, which would ensure international independence for India.  

 Finally, we are actively engaging in a number of activities, such as symposiums, 

publication of papers in research journals, international research collaboration and 

conference presentations, to offer broad introduction of our research.These initiatives 

will hopefully help in the development of young researchers.  
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War, Peace and Economy: a reflection on "Japan" in 2015 

 

Tomoji Onozuka 

Professor, Faculty of Economics, Tokyo University 

 

This paper shows where Japan stands at present from a historical perspective. Since 

2010 Japan has been turning a corner to militarization,: emasuculation of the Three 

Principles on Arms Exportsin 2011 and the new Three Principles on Transfer of 

Defense Equipment and Technology in 2014, the Act on the Protection of Specially 

Designated Secrets in 2013, the Legislations for “Peace and Security”, and the 

establishment of the Acquisition, Technology & Logistics Agency(ATLA) in 2015, 

besides the “Abenomics” has been wrecked on a rock of deep depression. 

The reason Japan has turned to militarization in these few years will be explained by 

reconsidering Japanese history of growth strategies in these 150 years since the 

opening ports to the Western Powers in late 1850s. There are two types of growth 

strategies historically,: investment oriented growth starategy and consumption and 

life oriented growth strategy. Investment oriented growth strategy unless 

accompanied with domestic consumption should rely upon excessive exportation, 

militarization and public works just as Fascism and Nazism in 1930s. While 

Consumption and life oriented growth strategy is slow-acting strategy, however 

supported by broad and deep domestic demand, it can be saved from the dangers of 

excessive exportation, militarization and public works. 

As observed by almost all economists of the world, “Abenomics” can be clearly 

classified as investment oriented strategy and cannot escape from its dangers, 

therefore Japan has been obliged to slip a dangerous slope into general militalization 

in 2010s. 
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Global Jihadi Network and Its Impact on the Changing World Order 

 

                                Tetsuya Sahara 

      Professor, School of Political Science and Economics, Meiji University 

 

 Since its inauguration of self-claimed “Caliphate,” “Islamic State (IS)” has been 

posing growing threats to the global security and existing world order. By 

scrutinizing its ideological propensity, statecraft and expansion strategy, while 

putting emphasis on the comparison with its Jihadi forerunner Al-Qaeda, this article 

highlights the core of IS threats as its possibility of expanding offshore “provinces.” 

Since the end of the 1980s, jihadi proto-states are proliferating over the 

poverty ridden anarchic Muslim regions in the North Africa, Middle East and 

Central Asia. Albeit short-lived, some of them succeeded in establishing more or less 

systemized Sharia rule over a certain amount of territories. Compared with those 

antecedents, IS shows by far formidable resilience with centralized and somewhat 

stable administrative mechanisms and rich and constant flow of external resources 

in the form of foreign mercenaries, smuggled arms and ammunition and affluent 

donations. By combining its internal and external assets, IS now strives to 

accomplish its eternal objective, i.e. unification of Muslim umma under the 

resurrected caliphate. 

 As the US led coalition has hitherto shown no impressive record in fighting against 

IS, the threat of jihadi takeover of additional swathe of land is strongly felt among 

the countries with sizable Muslim population. This led them to consider ad-hoc joint 

measures to combat against jihadists and several yet abortive plans of new regional 

cooperation have surfaced. In this regard, the conspicuous records of Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization merit attention. Starting from moderate attempts of 

security information exchange, SCO has grown into a political-economic regional 

structure that can rival the EU or NATO. IS and its possible extension into the other 

Muslim regions may precipitate the similar organizations as SCO and give birth to a 

new multipolar global system. The negative side effects of the consequence loom 

large in the future of Japan. As Tokyo has casted die for unconditional support of the 

US global strategy, its future lies in a narrow pass that leads either to the total 

isolation among its neighbors or ever lasting attrition dictated by Washington in the 

name of the “war against terror.” 
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Arms Transfer Control and Ideas of Order：The Case of the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) 

Tamara Enomoto 

Research Fellow, 

Organization for the Strategic Coordination of Research and Intellectual Properties 

Meiji University 

 

This article seeks to understand the aims of the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) and 

identify the difficulties with regard to its implementation. It first overviews the 

post-Cold War history of arms transfer control. It then analyzes the main articles of 

the ATT, focusing in particular on reporting obligations—one of the most 

controversial issues of the First Conference of States Parties to the ATT. The article 

goes on to consider the aims claimed (or presumably claimed) throughout history by 

human groups that have attempted to control arms transfers either unilaterally or 

multilaterally. The aims are classified into three types: security, moral-ethical, and 

economic. The aims propagated by the supporters of the ATT are categorized into 

these types, and their distinctive features are explained vis-à-vis the aims of past 

transfer control initiatives. 

In making sense of the claimed aims of the ATT, the article draws attention to the 

nature of boundary-making between lawfulness and unlawfulness with respect to the 

nature, use, and transfer of arms. Agreements to control and regulate arms naturally 

create simultaneously an unlawful as well as a lawful realm. By highlighting three 

cases of multilateral arms transfer control—the Catholic ban of arms transfers to the 

Saracens in the 12th–13th century, the Brussels Convention of the late 19th century, 

and “global” arms transfer control in the post-Cold War era—this article asserts that 

the claimed aims of arms transfer control should be understood within the overall 

logic of boundary-making between the lawful and unlawful nature, use, and transfer 

of arms. It also suggests that, in these three cases, this overall logic seems to have 

been in consonance with the dominant ideas of order during the same period.  

Finally, the article identifies the difficulties facing the implementation of the ATT 

and argues that these difficulties signify the key challenges to the ideas of order that 

have fostered the development of the treaty. 
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The dynamic transformation of the German aircraft industry under the Treaty of 

Versailles: Prerequisites of the Nazi secret rearmamen 

 

Michiteru Nagamine 

Prof. Emeritus of Yokohama City University 

 

 Under the Treaty of Versailles, a number of severe restrictions were imposed on the 

German aircraft industry. However, after his seizure of power, Hitler secretly started 

massive Air Force construction and only after two years did he openly declare the 

construction, immediately showing off the air power at home and abroad.  

 Three companies of the German aircraft industry, Junkers, Heinkel and Dornier, 

played a central role in the secret Milch plan of 1934–35 for the construction of the 

Luftwaffe (Air Force). Junkers produced the supplementary Bomber, Dornier 

produced the Bomber and Reconnaissance (long- and short-range) and Heinkel 

produced fighters, the Reconnaissance and the Dive bomber. At the time, under 

severe restrictions, how and why was it possible? 

1. At the end of the First World War, there were 77 aircraft companies with 65,000 

employees. The demobilisation severely limited the possibility of survival for the 

German aircraft industry, and the Treaty of Versailles imposed a ban on 

production and exports. Still, under the severe conditions of 1919–33, about 15 

companies produced approximately 3,000 planes. Most of them were civilian 

aircraft, because military aircraft had been strictly prohibited. But in practice, 

365 military planes were produced.  

2. The German aircraft industry was highly developed during the First World War. 

Junkers F-13, which was developed in 1919, was all-metal and the most 

advanced airplane in the world. Many neutral countries and developing 

countries focused on obtaining German planes.focused on German planes. 

Immediately after the end of the war, Sweden, the Soviet Union, Japan, Poland 

and even the United States tried to get German airplanes.  

3. Heinkel was able to continue producing military aircraft in secret with the 

cooperation of Japanese friends who were on the control commission. Junkers 

established a factory in Fili near Moscow through secret German–Soviet military 

cooperation, and by 1925, had produced approximately 100 military planes. But 

no sufficient support from the Reichswehr could be obtained. Junkers invested in 

the A. B. Flygindustri in Limhamn (Schweden) and withdrew from Fili in heavy 

debt. Meanwhile, Dornier established factories for military planes in Italy and 

Switzerland. 

4. These companies were fiercely competitive at home and abroad and established 

many world records. Their planes made many expeditions around the world and 

contributed to airline expansion. They achieved a high level of technical 

complexity and set the standards for mass production.  

5. Hugo Junkers was a genuine, reliable Democrat. He was a member of the 

Deutsche Demokratische Partei and had Anti-Nazi ideology. He was expelled 

from his company, which had been completely nationalised during the secret 

rearmament. 
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Military and civil aviation: the failure of disarmament caused by the aviation 

problem during the interwar period 

                                                              Kaori Takada 

               Associate Professor, Faculty of Department Comparative Culture, 

                                                Otsuma Women’s University 

 

 Military and civil aviation have shared the same sky since the birth of aviation 

technology. According to Eugene Sochor in his 1991 book published, ‘the close links 

between civil and military aviation were well understood when governments were 

the principal actors in the early days of commercial aviation.’ This paper aims to 

clarify that commercial aviation in the interwar period enabled Germany to rapidly 

reestablish its air power by 1935. After its defeat in the First World War, Germany 

had been prohibited from maintaining its airpower and Air Force, with exception of 

the aircraft industry and commercial aviation. At that time, the U.S. delegation 

insisted that Germany could run its commercial aviation in its own territory. With its 

participation in the League of Nation, and the International Commission of Aerial 

Navigation (Commission Internationale de Navigation Aerienne), Germany started 

its commercial aviation with the establishment of Deutsche Lufthansa, A. G. (DLH) 

in 1926 expanding to China, and to Latin America. In the early 1920s, European 

countries such as France and Great Britain had considerable influence over Latin 

American aviation; however, German aviation was gaining ground. Civilians of 

German descent in Columbia established the national airline company with support 

from the German aviation industry. One of the oldest airline companies, Sociedad 

Colombo-Alemana de Transportes Aeros (SCADTA) started its flights around 

Columbia, the Isthmus of Panama, and the Caribbean Sea. DLH and SCADTA also 

founded an affiliated company, Syndicate Condor, and the company became the 

prominent airline in Brazil. For the purpose of protecting its prestige in Latin 

America, Pan American Airways (Pan Am) was established by one of the most 

prominent U. S. military aviation figures, Henry Hap Arnold, and then Juan Terry 

Trippe took over the company. In the early 1930s, German-owned airlines and Pan 

Am engaged in peaceful competition in Latin America. When Hitler obtained the 

political power, however the German government had tried to solidify 

politico-economic relationships with Latin American countries. At the same time, 

competition between DLH and Pan Am became more severe. The U.S. government 

also became aware of the latent threat of DLH as an air power, when German and 

Italian air forces intervened in the Spanish Civil War, and they conducted 

indiscriminate air strikes on the civilian population. In 1937, civilian aviation was 

switched to military air power. Germany legally developed its civil aviation in an era 

of disarmament, and rapidly established its Air Force with the personnel and 

airplanes that had been developed through civil aviation.  
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The production of Russian small arms ammunition in Britain and America during 

the First World War: With special reference to Greenwood & Batley Ltd. and 

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co. 

Sho Takayanagi 

Researcher, Organization for the Strategic Coordination of Research and Intellectual 

Properties, Meiji University 

 

 This study aims to reveal one part of the Allies’ munitions supply system during 

the First World War, focusing in particular on the supply of small arms ammunition 

from Great Britain and the United States to Russia. From the 1850s to the outbreak 

of war, the small arms and ammunition industry in Western nations had developed 

dramatically. The United States played a leading role among these nations, in 

inventing so called ‘the American system of manufacture’. Even Great Britain, which 

at one time enjoyed a position of a great industrial power, was forced to introduce the 

American system to her rifle and ammunition factories in the 1850s–60s. Through 

the experience of the Civil War, American arms companies had grown faster than 

European ones, and they expanded significantly to overseas markets until the turn of 

the century. 

 In some cases, however, American arms and ammunition companies were found to 

be incapable of dealing with the munitions contracts obtained from the Allied powers 

in the early part of the First World War. While mass production of munitions was the 

first priority in every belligerent country, the United States remained neutral until 

1917 and was thought to be a great source of arms and ammunition for the needs of 

Great Britain, France and Russia. The war saw an enormous surge in the 

consumption of ammunition, particularly shells, and a greater use of machine guns 

than in pre-war period also required larger quantities of small arms ammunition. 

 Early in the war, as one part of her strategic program, the British government 

decided to provide military assistance to Russia by way of purchasing various kinds 

of munitions from the Unites States. Small arms ammunition was one of the 

principal supply goods to Russia, and the Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge 

Co. received the largest order in 1915. However, the Remington could not fulfil the 

order, and the British government made the decision in late 1916 to cancel the 

contract, expecting that an emerging British munitions maker would replace the 

American firm. From 1917, Greenwood & Batley Ltd., one of the ‘controlled 

establishments’ selected by the British Ministry of Munitions, assumed the supply of 

small arms ammunition for Russia and produced good results within some months. 

The differences between the Remington and Greenwood & Batley factories are the 

focus of this paper. 
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In preparation for the Second Conference of States Parties to the Arms Trade Treaty: 

Key issues at the First Conference of States Parties and thereafter 

                                                            Tamara Enomoto 

              Research Fellow, Organization for the Strategic Coordination of 

                        Research and Intellectual Properties, Meiji University 

 

 The 1990s onwards has seen a proliferation of initiatives to develop regional and/or 

international instruments for conventional arms control. From transfer control and 

marking mechanisms to security sector reform and disarmament, demobilisation and 

reintegration, a multiple of measures have flourished to address the uncontrolled 

circulation and misuse of conventional arms. Among them were the efforts to agree to 

a legally-binding document establishing common criteria for assessing arms transfer 

licenses. After a series of negotiations, the efforts culminated on 2 April 2013 with 

the adoption of the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) at the United Nations General 

Assembly. The First Conference of States Parties to the Arms Trade Treaty (CSP1) 

was held in Mexico in August 2015, and the Second Conference of States Parties to 

the Arms Trade Treaty (CSP2) is scheduled to take place in Switzerland in August 

2016. 

 While research is abundant on the negotiation processes of conventional arms 

control agreements since the 1990s and the roles of governmental and 

non-governmental actors in the negotiations, there is a striking absence of research 

on the implications of post-adoption processes and the roles of a wide range of actors 

in these processes. Nevertheless, issues such as the rules of procedure for the 

Conferences of States Parties (CSP), the Secretariat’s logistical and budgetary 

arrangements and ATT’s reporting mechanisms have been under heated debate 

during the treaty’s post-adoption processes, precisely because they seem to affect the 

treaty’s effectiveness and transparency. 

 This article seeks to analyse the key issues at the CSP1 and thereafter, namely, the 

rules of procedure, the role and budget of the Secretariat, reporting mechanisms, and 

possible violations of the treaty by States Parties, and to indicate which controversies 

are likely to be major at the CSP2. As one of the participants of the CSP process of 

the ATT, the author hopes to record this historic moment and to provide the basis for 

policy debates ahead of the upcoming CSP2 as well as for the future research on, and 

evaluation of, this process. 

 


